This document provides a detailed description of the rulebases for the text processor and for the guideline reported in the paper titled "Clinical Decision Support with Automated Text Processing for Cervical Cancer Screening" Sections A and B, provide a detailed description of the rulebases. Section C refers to the Drools implementation of the rulebases, that the users can adapt and re-use to develop their systems.
necessarily an indication for immediately repeating the pap correlation with the history and clinical exam are dummy the hpv assay was performed in the clinical virology laboratory at mayo clinic this test was developed and its performance characteristics determined by laboratory medicine and pathology mayo clinic rochester mn it has not been cleared or approved by the us food and drug administration gross description a thinprep pap test 
HPVQNS

Logical validity rules:
There is no default value for cervical cytology and its value has to be described in the report. Also the concept for one of the classes can be mentioned in the report as the classes are mutually exclusive.
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The following gives the mapping of the concept codes to classes of interest for HPV test:
Parameter Value Concept abbreviation
Positive PHPV Negative NHPV
Not-performed HPVQNS, Default
If either of the concepts for HPV are not mentioned then the implicit concept class is not performed.
Logical validity rules:
The concept for one of the classes can be mentioned in the report as the classes are mutually exclusive.
The following gives the mapping of the concept codes to classes of interest for Endocervical Zone Component:
Parameter Value Concept abbreviation
Inadequate NOEC
Adequate Default
If the CytologyType is NOT "unsatisfactory for evaluation" then the default value is adequate. 
